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indexed by a parameter � 2 (0;1) where each algorithm runs in polyno-mial time and, for each �, the algorithm A� has approximation ratio 1 + �.In most cases, the instances are graphs and a dense graph is de�ned as agraph with �(n2) edges where n is the number of vertices. (In some cases,the algorithms apply only to graphs with minimum degree �(n).) Some ofthe problems considered in the papers listed above, such as MAX-CUT, areMAX-SNP-hard, and thus, if P 6= NP, have no PTAS's when the set ofinstances is not restricted.Most algorithms in [AKK94] and those in [FV96] are based on the idea ofexhaustive sampling: i) pick a small random set of vertices, ii) guess wherethey go in the optimum solution and, iii) use their placement to determinethe placement of everything else. Phase iii) is essentially statistical: Thedecisions in phase iii) are made on the basis of a sample of the relevantinformation. (For instance, for MAX-CUT, the relevant information for theplacement of a vertex x is the placement of everything else than x in theoptimum solution.) The density requirement comes in to insure that thesedecisions are correct with high probability for a "small" sample size.The natural instances of optimization problems (see the de�nitions given in[GJ79] involve weights while the results mentioned above deal mainly withthe 0,1 case. We want to examine how these results can be extended to theweighted case. We want thus to de�ne a concept of density for the weightedcase, which ensures that our algorithms, possibly with minor modi�cations,work in the corresponding dense classes of instances and, hopefully since wewant a genuine characterization of weighted polynomial time approximability,is such that the corresponding non-dense classes are not approximable undera standard intractability assumption. We have not succeeded completely inproving that our notion of density meets this later property, so that therewould be some (small as we believe) gap in the general formulation. For thesake of simplicity, we concentrate here on MAX-CUT. In fact we start byconsidering MAX-BISECTION, which is MAX-CUT restricted to cuts withequal sides. (MAX-BISECTION is also called MAX-50/50-CUT or MAX-EQUI-CUT.) Our results extend easily to to other MAX-SNP problems suchas Max-2SAT or MaximumAcyclic Subgraph. We note that weight problemshave been briey considered in [GGR96] and [AK97]. In both of these twopapers, the authors evaluate the increase of the computation time of theiralgorithms when one allows weights belonging to some �xed interval [0; a]instead of 0 1 weights. Weight problems are also considered in a recentpaper of Crescenti, Silvestri and Trevisan [CST96]. His main result is that forweighted problems satisfying a certain "niceness" property (these problems2



includeMAX-CUT) the approximability threshold for the unbounded versionand that of a polynomially bounded version are equal.The plan of this paper is as follows. We will �rst de�ne dense classes ofweighted instances via the corresponding classes of distribution functions(d.f.'s for short) of the weights which are, broadly speaking, classes in whichthe standard sampling problem: estimation of the mean of a distributionusing the mean of a sample, can be solved e�ciently. Next, we will giveseveral natural examples of such density classes. In section 4, we shall give ageneral characterization of our dense classes of d.f.'s. In section 5, we provethat MAX-BISECTION has a PTAS in any dense class of weighted instancesaccording to this de�nition. In section 6 we prove that approximating MAX-BISECTION on the instances to any �xed non-dense set of weight d.f.'ssatisfying rather mild additional conditions, is NP-hard. In section 7, weextend these results to MAX-CUT. The last section contains a summary andopen problems.2 De�nition of a Dense familyIn as much as density requirements come in, any given instance is a setof non-negative real numbers (the weights) or rather a multi set. Let usassociate to this instance the empirical distribution function of the weights:F (x) = 2n(n � 1) Xxi�xmi; x 2 R+where mi denotes the multiplicity of the weight xi in the instance and n isthe number of vertices.We de�ne our density classes in terms of families of weight distribution func-tions, i.e. instead of speaking of a multi set of real numbers, we speak ofthe corresponding d.f.. Clearly, such d.f.'s need have �nite discrete supportand rational individual probabilities. We call such d.f.'s representable. Con-versely, the set I of instances corresponding to a representable d.f. withindividual probabilities having smallest common denominator d, say, is givenby I = [fn:2djn(n�1)gGnwhere Gn is the set of weighted graphs on n vertices whose empirical weightdistribution coincides with F . For convenience, in various occasions we stateour theorems in terms of arbitrary d.f.'s. (not necessarily having �nite or3



even discrete range). Moreover, we often assume in our proofs that our d.f.'sare continuous (i.e. we assume that the corresponding r.v.'s have densities).Whenever we make this assumption, it can be justi�ed using the fact thatany d.f. can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a continuous one.We can assume that the mean of the weights in each instance is equal to1. Indeed, when we divide all the weights by their mean, say m, in someinstance, we also divide the values of the objective function by m so thatthe approximation ratios are una�ected. (We assume that the weights arenot all 0.) Nevertheless, we shall not always impose this condition in thede�nition of our dense families. However, since our de�nitions are invariantunder scaling we shall assume in the proofs that the d.f.'s have expectation1. (Here and all along the paper, we speak with some abuse of language, ofthe expectation of a d.f. F meaning the expectation of a r.v. with d.f. F .)We can now state our de�nition of a dense family of d.f.'s.De�nition 1 (Dense families of d.f.'s) Let F = (Fj)j2J be a family ofintegrable d.f.'s with supports contained in R+. Let �j denote the expectationof Fj. For each j 2 J and each k 2 N, de�neMj;k = 1k�j kXi=1Xj;iwhere the Xj;i are independent r.v.'s each with d.f. Fj.We say that the family F is dense if and only if, for each j 2 J , the sequence(Mj;k)k=1;2;:: converges in probability to 1, and moreover, this convergence isuniform for j 2 J .In other words, F is dense i� there exists a function n�=n(�) : ]0; 1] ! Nsuch that the inequalitiesP[jMj;k � 1j � �] � (1� �); k � n� (1)hold for each � and simultaneously for all j, with an n� which depends onlyon � (and not on j).De�nition 2 A family F of d.f.'s which is not dense is called a non-densefamilyREMARK. As mentioned before, we do not restrict de�nition 1 to d.f.'s.representable by some graph (our characterization of dense families of d.f.'sdoes not require that the d.f.'s be representable). Representativity (or rather4



representativity by "small" graphs) will be considered when coming to inap-proximability results.An instant reexion shows that de�nition 1 brings just what we want. If Fis dense in the sense of de�nition 1, then we can estimate the mean of eachF 2 F with any desired relative accuracy by picking a sample whose size n�does not depend on F . In the next section we identify some natural densefamilies of d.f.'s.3 Some Dense Families of d.f.'sRecall the law of large numbers: If X has a �nite mean EX, then the meansof the partial sums of a sequence of independent r.v.'s each distributed as Xconverges in probability to EX. This implies immediately the next proposi-tion.Proposition 1 Any singleton (and any �nite set of integrable d.f.'s) withsupport in R+ is a dense familyThe following assertion can easily be checked.Proposition 2 The family of all integrable d.f.'s is not denseOur next dense family de�nes precisely, when restricted to 0 1 instances,the usual density classes. In the unweighted case (and after scaling), densemeans "not too dispersed". We can thus de�ne dense families based on somedispersion measure. The most common of these is the variance. and thisleads to the following class of dense families.Proposition 3 For each s � 0 the familyFs = (FX : VarX(EX)2 � s)is dense.For the proof, �x s � 0 and assume that F has mean 1 and variance � s.Using Tchebyshev's inequality one can immediately check that the meanof a sample of size C��3 from the distribution F , where C is a su�cientlylarge constant depending only on s, belongs to the interval [1� �; 1+ �] withprobability at least 1� �. 25



We de�ne next a family of dense sets in which the sample sizes required fora given approximation, though bigger than in the case of bounded variances,are bounded above by a polynomial in 1=�.Proposition 4 For each pair (r; C) where r 2]1; 2] and C 2 R+, the familyF = fF : 1(EX)r Z 10 xrdF (x) � Cg (2)is dense.Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of the 'if' direction in Theorem1 of the next section and is omitted. 24 A Characterization of the Dense FamiliesThe following theorem characterizes the dense families. Once again, thistheorem, alike de�nition 1, is stated in terms of arbitrary (not necessarilyrepresentable) d.f.'s.Theorem 1 Let F = (Fj)j2J be a family of non-negative integrable d.f.'sand assume all expectations equal to 1.The family F is dense in the sense of de�nition 1 if and only if one of thefollowing conditions (i) and (ii) holds:(i) For each j and each x 2 R+, de�ne �j(x) = x(1 � Fj(x)). There is afunction �o(x) tending to 0 as x!1 and such that the inequalities�j(x) � �o(x) (3)hold for each pair (j; x).(ii) For each j and each x 2 R+, de�nesj(x) = Z 1x ydFj(y): (4)There is a function so(x) tending to 0 as x!1 and such that the inequalitiessj(x) � so(x) (5)hold for each pair (j; x). 6



Proof Notice that if we take so = �o, then ii) is more stringent than i). Thus,it su�ces to show that (ii) is necessary and (i) su�cient.The fact that condition (i) implies that the family F is dense can be estab-lished easily by adapting the proof of the law of large numbers in order toget an e�ective bound on the sample size. Actually, we will adapt a proof ofFeller (see [Fe]) that he uses to show the convergence of the means of sums ofindependent r.v.'s to a not necessary constant speci�ed function. The speedof convergence is governed by the function � . Let us writeSn = X1 + :::+Xnwhere the Xi are independent with the common d.f. F with expectation �.Let us de�ne new r.v.'s X 0i by truncation at level n:X 0i = Xi if Xi � n; X 0i = 0 if Xi > n:Put S0n = X 01 + :::+X 0n; m0n = E(S0n) = nE(X 01):Then, P [jSn �m0nj > t] � P [jS0n �m0nj > t] + P [Sn 6= S0n]:Putting t = n� and applying Tchebyshev's inequality to the �rst term on theright, we get P [jSn �m0nj > t] � 1n2�2E(X 021 ) + nP [X1 > n] (6)Put �(t) = Z t0 x2dF (x):Then, an integration by parts gives�(n) = �n� (n) + 2 Z n0 x� (x)dx� 2 Z n0 x� (x)dx:(Recall that � (x) = x(1� F (x)).) We have thus, for each n,P �����Snn � EX 01���� � �� � 2n2�2 Z n0 x� (x)dx+ � (n)Since EX 01 tends to EX1 uniformly for F 2 F as n!1, this impliesP �����Snn � EX1���� � 2�� � 2 R n0 x� (x)dxn2�2 + � (n) (7)7



for su�ciently large n. Clearly, the right side tends to 0 again uniformlywhenever � (t) � �o(t) with a �o(t) ! 0. This concludes the proof of su�-ciency of condition (i).Let us prove now the necessity of condition (ii). Assume that all expectationsare equal to 1 and suppose that F does not satisfy to condition 5. Then,there is an � > 0 such that, for any y 2 R+, there is an F 2 F withZ 1y xdF (x) � �: (8)(The contrary would state8� > 0 9y(�) 2 R+ s:t: R1y(�) xdF (x) < �for every F 2 FThen, putting yk = y(2�k), we could de�ne an so for F by so(x) = 2�k foryk � x < yk+1, which is a contradiction.)Fix an arbitrarily large y such that (8) holds with equality and �x a samplesize n = y��1. We claim that we cannot then estimate EX with accuracy� = �=10. The truth of the claim implies the necessity of (ii) since n isarbitrarily large. Note �rst that 8 implies 1 � F (y) � y��1. Thus, withprobability (F (y))n � �1� 1n�n � e�1:1; (9)(assuming that y and thus n are su�ciently large), all the points in thesample lie on the left-side of y. Now let Z be distributed as X conditionedby X � y. Then, EZ = 1� �1� F (y) � 1 � 9�10 ; (10)again for su�ciently large y. Let M denote the mean of the sample and letMc denote the mean of n independent r.v.'s each distributed as Z. ThusEMc = EZ and Markov inequality gives, with (10),P [Mc � 1� 0:1�] � EZ1� 0:1� � 1 � 0:9�1 � 0:1�� �5 :Setting p = P[Mc � 1� �=10], we have p � 4�5 . Then, using (9), we obtainP[M � 1 � �=10] � 4�e�1:15 > �10 ;8



showing, as we claimed, thatM cannot be approximated with accuracy 0:1�.25 A PTAS for Dense Weighted Instances ofMAX-BISECTION and MAX-CUTThe purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.Theorem Let the family of d.f.'s F be dense (i.e. F satis�es to the condi-tions of Proposition 4). Then, MAX-BISECTION and MAX-CUT both havePTAS when restricted to the instances corresponding to F .PROOF We give �rst the proof for MAX-BISECTION and then state brieythe required additions needed for MAX-CUT.The sampling property which makes the algorithm in [FV96], see also[AKK94], work in the 0 1 case (altogether for MAX-BISECTION and MAX-CUT) is the following. Assume that F is a family of unweighted instanceswith density �, say, and let � satisfy �=4 � � � 1=2. Assume moreover thatfX;Y g is a bipartition of the set of vertices V de�ning a cut with maximumvalue M� = M�(G), say, within the set of cuts with jXj = �n. Then, foreach � > 0, there is an integer m = m(�) which depends only on � and � butnot on the instance size and such that, if W 0 (resp. W ) is a random subsetwith cardinality m coming from X (resp. from Y ), we haveP�m2(1 � �)M��(1� �)n2 � Xx2W 0 j�(x) \W j� m2(1 + �)M��(1� �)n2 �� 1� �:(The intuitive content of this inequality is that, for most choices for W andW 0 the pairW;W 0 represents well the cut (X;Y ) in the sense that the numberof edges between W and W 0 is near from its expectation.) Now we are goingto check that an analogous inequality holds in the weighted case for constantsizes jW j and jW 0j when our density condition is satis�ed.Let us �x � = 1=2. Note �rst that we have to consider not the wholedistribution F of the weights, but its restriction, say F 0, to the weights inthe cut fX;Y g. (As a rule and whenever no confusion arises, we use F rather9



than Fj to denote a generic element of F). However, it is easy to check thatthe family F 0 = fF 0 : F 2 Fg is dense when F is. We can also assume thatF 0 has expectation 1. Thus for simplicity, and with a slight abuse of notation,we shall write F for F 0. We shall assume that the size of the instance is evenand write 2n for this size. We let B(X;Y ) denote the complete bipartitegraph with color classes X and Y , (jXj = jY j = n).For any subsets U � X and R � Y , we putw(U;R) = Xx2U Xy2Rw(x; y)In particular, w(y;X) denotes the sum of the weights of the edges connectingy 2 Y to X. Let now W (resp. W 0) denote random subsets of X, (resp. Y ),both of size m. Let � = w(W;W 0). We can write, for a �xed W ,w(W;W 0) = Xy2W 0 w(y;W )Thus, for a �xed W , we can consider � as the sum of a sample of size mfrom the empirical distribution, say G(:) = GW (:); of the w(y;W ); y 2 Y .(We use sampling with replacement instead of exhaustive sampling but thisapproximation is harmless). This suggest the following two stages proof.- First, we will prove that the distribution G has (almost) the right meanwith high probability if m is large enough.- Then, we will derive a density property for G (Proposition (7)), holdingwhenever the distribution of the weights comes from a dense family. However,this density property holds only in average, roughly speaking, and we willneed a little more work to show (Proposition (8)) that this property impliesan e�cient sampling.To begin this program, note that we have w(W;Y ) = Px2W w(x; Y ), i.e.w(W;Y ) is the sum of a sample of size m from the set w(x; Y ); x 2 X. LetH denote the empirical d.f. of this set. We have, for each t,1�H(t) � 1� F (u)where u is given by the equation11� F (u) Z 1u vFfdvg = t:This gives, using the preceding inequality and (4),t(1�H(t)) � so(t):10



Let H denote the family of distributions H when F ranges in F . The pre-ceding inequality shows that, if F is dense, then H is dense as well, as wewanted to show. This concludes the �rst stage of the proof.Turning to the second stage, we would like to show that, with high probabil-ity, G = GW , the d.f of the w(y;W ); y 2 Y , satis�es uniformly for F 2 Fto (one of) the conditions of Theorem 1. Actually, we are able to prove onlythe following weakened form of condition (3).Proposition 7. Let F be �xed with mean 1 and let G(:) denote the empiricaldistribution of the r.v.'s (m)�1w(y;W ); y 2 Y , for some assignment A ofweights with empirical overall distribution F to the edges of B(X;Y ) (henceG depends on the choice of the assignment) and where W is a random subsetof Y of size jW j = m. We have then,E(t(1�G(t)) = o(1)as t ! 1, and where the o(1) is uniform when A ranges over the distinctpossible assignments and F ranges over any �xed dense set F .PROOF The proof which is technical and lengthy is omitted in this extendedabstract. It can be found in Appendix 1. 2.We are now well prepared to prove the following lemma from which theapproximability of MAX-BISECTION and MAX-CUT on dense weightedinstances can easily be deduced (see [FV96]).Lemma (Sampling lemma) Let us assign to the edges of B(X;Y ) � Kn;n,the complete equilibrated bipartite graph on 2n vertices, weights whose em-pirical distribution F has mean 1 and belongs to some dense set F . Then,for every � > 0, there is an integer m�, which depends only on F and suchthat the following holds:For each m � m�, if n is su�ciently large and W , (resp. W 0) is a randomsubset of X, (resp. Y ) of size m, we haveP [jw(W;W 0)�m2j � �m2] � 1 � �Proof De�ne for y 2 Y , wy = m�1w(y;W ) and denote by � the mean ofthe wy. By the denseness of the set H we know that we have, for su�cientlylarge m, P [1� � � � � 1 + �] � 1 � �: (11)We also know by proposition 7 that we haveE(�G(t)) � �(t) (12)11



where G is the empirical d.f. of the wy and �(t) tends to 0 as t ! 1. Wewant now to make use of the formula (7), with n = m, to prove the samplinglemma. First we have, by the additivity of the expectation,E �Z m0 x�(x)dx)� = Z m0 E(x�(x))dx;This gives, using 12, E �Z m0 x�(x)dx)� � m Z m0 �(t)dt:This implies, by Markov inequality,P �2��2m�2 Z m0 x�(x)dx) + �(m) � �(m)� � 1� �;with �(m) = 2��1m�1 Z m0 �(t)dt+ ��1�(m):Now, using (7), we obtainP "�����w(W;W 0)m2 � ������ � �# � �(m) + �and P "�����w(W;W 0)m2 � 1����� � 3�# � 2�;for su�ciently large m, using (11) and the fact that �(m) tends to 0 with m.Since � is arbitrary, the lemma follows. 2.As mentioned before, the Sampling Lemma settles the case of MAX-BISECTION. This lemma gives in fact a PTAS for dense weighted MAX-CUT restricted to cuts with sides �n; (1� �)n where � is any �xed numberin ]0; 1=2] and this fact was used in [FV96] to deduce a PTAS for MAX-CUTin the 0 1 case since then a strictly positive lower bound for the values of� which to be considered can be obtained, depending only on the (usual)density and the required accuracy. A similar bound can be given here for theinstances corresponding to any given dense family F . We omit the details inthis extended abstract. 12



6 Hardness of MAX-BISECTION on a Non-Dense Set of InstancesWe would like to prove that MAX-BISECTION is MAX-SNP-hard on anynon-dense set of instances. We must however retreat a little from this aimand introduce the following conditions on F , the �rst of which strengthensthe non-density condition.Condition 1: There exist a sequence of indices (j(i))i=1;2;::: and a sequence ofreals (ti)i=1;2;::: such that the sequence (�i) where �i = 1�Fj(i)(ti); i = 1; 2; :::;tends to 0 with i and, moreover, we have ti�i � �; i = 1; 2; :::, with�i+1 � �hi ; i = 1; 2; :::: (13)Here, � is a �xed positive real and h � 1.Condition 2:There are integers r and s such that each F 2 F has a supportwith size at most r and individual probabilities with denominators boundedabove by s.REMARK 1 Since we are of course assuming non-denseness of F , condition1 is really not very stringentREMARK 1 Condition 2 is purely technical. It insures that the F 0is berepresentable by "not too big" graphs. It implies in fact that each F2Fis representable by any graph whose number of edges is a multiple of sr.Condition 2 can be considerably relaxed.REMARK 3 By choosing large enough r and s, we can approximate withany required accuracy an arbitrary d.f. by a d.f. satisfying to condition 2.We shall prove the following theorem.Theorem 3 Let the family of d.f.'s F satisfy to conditions 1 and 2. Then,approximating MAX-BISECTION on the instances corresponding to F isMAX-SNP-hardPROOF The proof has two parts. First we show that approximating MAX-BISECTION on the instances with given size n and given empirical dis-tribution of weights F , involves approximating MAX-BISECTION on the(unweighted) graphs of order n and having a certain density d, say. Now,when the distributions of the weights comes from a non-dense family F , the13



density d achieves arbitrarily small values when F ranges over F . Thus,bearing in mind that MAX-BISECTION is MAX-SNP hard on 0 1 instances(see Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [PY91]), we should be done at this pointapart from the apparently innocuous fact that, for each involved d, we arenot required to solve MAX-BISECTION on all possible instances of densityd, but only for a set of sizes which may be quite thin. We have been ableto circumvent this di�culty only by adding the (once again rather mild)condition (15) (see below) which is the analogue for the unweighted case ofcondition (13), We begin by taking care of this point.6.1 Hardness of MAX-BISECTION on a Non-DenseSet of Unweighted InstancesWe need two lemmas.Lemma 3 Assume that the sequence (nk)k=1;::: satis�es for any su�cientlylarge k the inequality nk+1 � nhk (14)where h is a �xed number greater than 1. Then, MAX-BISECTION remainsMAX-SNP-hard when restricted to graphs whose vertex set sizes belong to(nk).PROOF Assume for a contradiction that for any � � 0, there exists an integerk such that 0 1 MAX-BISECTION is (1 � �)-approximable in time nk forvertex set sizes belonging to (nj) by some algorithm A. Set for each n, m =m(n) = minfnj : nj � ng. Clearly we have m � nh. Thus, the algorithmA can be used with trivial modi�cations to solve MAX-BISECTION for anyinstance size n in time nkh. This contradicts the MAX-SNP-hardness ofunweighted MAX-BISECTION. 2REMARK Assertions similar to Lemma 3 apply in fact to any problem withthe property that any instance of size n can also be considered in a naturalway as an instance of size m whenever m � n.Lemma 4 Let (ni; di)i=1;2;::: be an in�nite sequence of pairs of integers where3 � di � � for each i with a �xed �. Let G(n; d) denote the set of graphs withn vertices and average degree d. Then, approximating MAX-BISECTION onthe set [i2NG(ni; 3)14



reduces to approximating MAX-BISECTION on the set[i2NG(ni; di):PROOF The easy proof is omitted. 2Lemmas 3 and 4 give easily the following particular case of Theorem 3.Theorem 4 Let F = (Fi)i=1;2;::: be a non-dense set of 0 1 instances, i.e.there is an in�nite vanishing sequence of numbers (di) such that, for each i,Fi gives probability di to the point d�1i and 1 � di to the origin. (di is thedensity common to the instances corresponding to Fi.) For each i, let piqi = dibe the shortest fraction representing di. Assume that the p0is are boundedabove by a �xed integer po and that the di's verify the inequalitydi+1 � dhi (15)for some h > 1. MAX-BISECTION is MAX-SNP-hard on the instancescorresponding to F .PROOF Because of lemma 3 and the fact that MAX-BISECTION is MAX-SNP-hard on the graphs with average degree 3 we need only exhibit an in�nitesequence of sizes (nk) satisfying to condition 14 and such that, for each k, thegraphs on nk vertices and with density dk in our family of instances belongingto some �xed interval [3;�] (actually we shall take � = 3po). We havenk�k2 = nk(nk � 1)dk2�k = (nk � 1)dk = (nk � 1):pkqk :Thus, choosing nk = 3qk + 1, we get �k = 3pk implying 3 � �k � 3po. Theproof is concluded by observing that condition 15 implies condition 14. 2The next lemma uses the following well known Martingale inequality (see astandard probability book or Alon and Spencer ([AS90]).A Martingale inequality If Y1; :::; Yn are independent, satisfy EYi = 0 andjYij �M , a.s., then, with Sn = Pn1 Yi, we have for any a � 0,P [jSnj � a] � exp � a22nM2!The following lemma asserts broadly speaking that putting random weightswith mean 1 on the edges of a (not too sparse) graph G does not changesigni�cantly the maximum value of a cut of G.15



Lemma (Averaging lemma) Let (Gn)n=1;::: be a sequence of graphs whereGn has n vertices and m = m(n) edges and n = o(m). Assume that for eachn the edges of Gn are given random non-negative weights picked from a �xeddistribution F with mean 1. Let G0n denote this weighted graph. We denoteby �G(S) the value of the cut of G de�ned by the set of vertices SThe quantity 1m maxS j�G0n(S)� �Gn(S)jwhere S ranges over all subsets of V (G), tends to 0 in probability when n!1.PROOF The proof uses standard counting and is omitted in this extendedabstract. 26.2 End of the ProofBecause of Theorem 4, in order to conclude the proof of theorem 3 it su�cesto prove the following.Theorem 5 Assume that F satis�es to conditions 1 and 2 of theorem 4 withparameters eta; h; r and s, say. Approximating MAX-BISECTION on Freduces then to approximating MAX-BISECTION on a non-dense set of 0 1instances.PROOF Let the sequences (di) and (ti) be de�ned as in condition 1 of theorem1. Set F � Fj(i); t = ti and de�ne� = �i = 11 � F (t) Z 1t sdF (s)and � = �i = 1F (t) Z t0 sdF (s):For n = �rs; � 2 N, set m = di�n2� and use k to index the �(n2)m � distinctsubgraphs Gk of Kn having m edges.We de�ne for each k a partial instance Jk by giving to the edges of Gk randomweights empirically distributed according to the d.f.G(s) = F (s)� F (t)1� F (t) ; s � t:16



We de�ne also a partial instance Lk by putting on the edges of KnnGk ran-dom weights on [0; t] empirically distributed according to the d.f. H(s) =F (s)=F (t); s � t. We denote by Ik the instance obtained by sticking togetherJk and Lk. Clearly, by the choice of G(:) and H(:), the empirical distributionof the weights in Ik coincides with F .Let Opt denote the value of the optimal bisection of Ik and assume that wecan �nd in polynomial time a bisection �So with value � (1 � �)Opt in theinstance Ik. Let I 0k denote the instance obtained by replacing the weights inJk (resp. in Lk) by their mean �, (resp. �).By applying the averaging lemma separately to Jk and Lk, we see that themaximumvalue of a bisection in I 0k does not di�er from �So(I 0k) by more thana (1 + �) factor.Let now Ik" denote the instance obtained from I 0k by subtracting � from eachweight. (Thus, Ik" has weights all equal to � � � on the edges of Gk andzero weights everywhere else.) For any bisection �S we have�S(I 0k) = �S(Ik") + �n24 :Note that we have � � � and since we have�(1 � F (t)) + �F (t) = 1;while F (t) = Fi(ti) tends to 1 with i, we deduce that � has an upper boundstrictly smaller than 1. Since the maximum value of a 50/50 cut of G is atleast n2=4, this implies for S = So that the the ratio�So(Ik")�So(I 0k)is bounded below by a strictly positive constant so that then �So is also anapproximate solution for MAX-BISECTION on Ik". Thus, approximatingMAX-BISECTION on F enables us to approximate 0 1 MAX-BISECTIONon the instances corresponding to the non-dense sequence of densities (di) aswe wanted to prove. 27 MAX-CUT is MAX-SNP-hard on a non-dense set of weighted instancesTo be �lled 17



8 Summary and ConclusionsWith the aim of separating as sharply as possible the approximable from theinapproximable families of weighted instances of MAX-CUT, we have intro-duced a notion of dense families of instances or, more precisely, a notion ofdense families of weight distributions. We have shown that the correspond-ing families of instances have the (intended) polynomial time approximabilityproperty for MAX-CUT.In the other direction, we have shown inapproximability only at the cost of aslight strengthening of our density condition and we believe that this is notnecessary. This is our �rst question.A second question is: Does our density de�nition capture the approximabilityof all MAX-SNP-hard problems instances in the weighted case? We knowby [AK97] that all these problems are approximable in the dense unweightedcase.Acknowledgement. We thank Sanjeev Arora, Haine Kaplan and Uri Zwickfor a number of helpful discussions.References[AS90] N. Alon and J.H. Spencer, The Probabilistic Method, Wiley 1992.[AKK94] S. Arora, D. Karger, and M. Karpinski, Polynomial Time Approx-imation Schemes for Dense Instances of NP-Hard Problems, Proc. 27thACM STOC (1995), pp. 284-293.[AFK95] S. Arora, A.M. Frieze and H. Kaplan, A New Rounding Proce-dure for the Assignment Problem with Applications to Dense GraphArrangements, Proc. 27th STOC (1995) pp.284-293[CST96] P. Crescensi, R. Silvestri and L. Trevisan, To weight or not toWeight: Where is the Question? Proc. 26th STOCS (1996)[Fe] W. Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and its Applications,Vol 2. Wiley 1963[FV96] W. Fernandez de la Vega, MAX-CUT has a Randomized Approxi-mation Scheme in Dense Graphs, Random Structures and Algorithms,Vol. 8. No.3 (1996) 18
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Appendix 1: Proof of Proposition 7Proposition 7. Let F be �xed with mean 1 and let G(:) denote the empiricaldistribution of the r.v.'s (m)�1w(y;W ); y 2 Y , for some assignment A ofweights with empirical overall distribution F to the edges of B(X;Y ) (henceG depends on the choice of the assignment) and where W is a random subsetof Y of size jW j = m. We have then,E(t(1�G(t)) = o(1)as t ! 1, and where the o(1) is uniform when A ranges over the distinctpossible assignments and F ranges over any �xed dense set F .PROOF Let us �x some dense set F and an assignment of weights to B(X;Y )with empirical distribution F 2 F . Recall that W is a random subset of Xwith jW j = m. For y 2 Y , let Sy = Px2X w(y; x). De�ne for each t > 0 theset Y1 = fy 2 Y : Sy � tn=2g;and, for each y 2 Y1, Zy = Xx2W w(y; x)Let Ty = fx 2 X : w(y; x) � mtg; ny = jTyj. We have of courseP [Zy � tm] = P [W \ Ty 6= ;] ++ P [Zy � tmjW \ Ty = ;]:Let �Zy denote a r.v. distributed as Zy conditioned by the eventW \ Ty = ;.Since the r.v.'s 1x2W are negatively correlated for distinct x's, we haveVar �Zy � Xx2X�TyVar(w(y; x)1x2W )� mn Xx2X�Tyw(y; x)2:(Recall that we are assuming a �xed assignment of weights). This gives,using Tchebiche�'s inequality,P [ �Zy � tm] � Var �Zy(tm� E �Zy)2� 4Px2X�Ty w(y; x)2mnt220



using the inequality E �Zy � tm=2. Thus, writingN1(t) = Xy2Y 1w(y;W )�tmwe obtain E  N1(t)n ! � T1 + T 01with T1 = #f(y; x) : w(y; x) � mtgn = 1� F (tm)� � (tm)tm � �o(tm)tm ;and, T 01 = 4mnt2 � Xf(y;x):w(y;x)�mtgw2(y; x):T 01 satis�es T 01 � 4mt2 Z tm0 y2dF (y)We have for each �,Z tm0 y2dF (y) � �tm+ Z tm�tm y2dF (y)� tm(�+ s(�tm));� tm(�+ so(�tm))since s(:) is bounded above by the function so corresponding to F , (see (4)).Choosing (somewhat arbitrarily) � = (tm)�1=2, we obtainT 01 � 4t  1pmt + so(pmt)! :It remains to deal with the vertices y which have Sy � nt=2. Their numberN2(t) satis�es T2 = N2(t)n � 1 � F (u)where u is de�ned by 11� F (u) Z 1u ydF (y) = t2 : (16)21



(T2 is maximized by making Sy = nt=2 for a maximum number of y0s.)(16) gives 1� F (u) = 2t Z 1u ydF (y)� 2so(u)t ;using (4). Since so(:) is upper-bounded, it follows that u tends to in�nity ast ! 1, uniformly for F 2 F . But then so(u) tends to 0 and we have thus1� F (u) = o(t�1) also uniformly, say1� F (u) � h(t)tfor some function h(t) tending to 0 when t!1.Collecting our estimates, we get, for any F 2 F ,E(1�G(t)) = E  N1(t)n !+ E  N2(t)n !E(1�G(t)) � T1 + T 01 + h(t)tE(t(1�G(t)) � �o(mt)m + 4pmt + 4so(pmt) + h(t):Since �o(t), so(t) and h(t) all tend to 0 as t ! 1, it is clear that E(t(1 �G(t))! 0 with t uniformly for F 2 F , as was to be proved. 2Appendix 2: Proof of the averaging lemmaLemma (Averaging lemma) Let (Gn)n=1;::: be a sequence of graphs whereGn has n vertices and m = m(n) edges and n = o(m). Assume that for eachn the edges of Gn are given random non-negative weights picked from a �xeddistribution F with mean 1. Let G0n denote this weighted graph. We denoteby �G(S) the value of the cut of G de�ned by the set of vertices SThe quantity 1m maxS j�G0n(S)� �Gn(S)jwhere S ranges over all subsets of V (G), tends to 0 in probability when n!1.PROOF The proof uses standard counting and is omitted in this extendedabstract 22



We must prove that, for every � > 0, we have for su�ciently large n,P �maxS j�G0n(S)� �Gn(S)j � �m� � 1� � :We shall �rst get rid of the extreme values of F . De�ne � = �(�) byZ 1� sdF (s) = �22 ;so that, by Markov inequality, with probability at least 1� �, the edges withweights � � carry a total weight � m�=2. We also de�ne� = Z 1� dF (s);and note that, again with probability at least 1 � �, the maximum valueof a cut of size � ��m does not exceed m�=2 (since the expectation of themaximum total weight of ��m edges is equal to �2=3). Thus it remains toconsider the cuts with size � �m. Let us �x a cut �(S) with �G(S) = �m,� � � � 1=2. �G0(S) is the sum of �m independent r.v.'s with the commondistribution F . Call F 0 the distribution obtained from F by cutting thevalues � �: F 0(s) = F (s)=(1� F (�)); s � �. By what has just been proved,we have with high probability, simultaneously for all S,�G0(S) � �0(S) + m�2 (17)where �0(S) is the sum of �m independent r.v.'s with the common distributionF 0. Using the fact that these r.v.'s are bounded above by � and a familiarmartingale inequality, we obtainP [j�0(S)� �mj � �m=2] � exp � �2m28�2�m!� exp � �2m8�2�! :Since the total number of cuts is bounded above by 2n, we obtainP [j�0(S)� �mj � �m=2; all S]� 1� 2n exp � �2m8�2�!whose r.h.s. tends to 1 for any � by our assumption on m = m(n). Thelemma follows from the last inequality and (17).2 23


